The problem size effect in adult arithmetic performance is generally attributed to direct retrieval processes operating on a network representation in long-term memory. J. LeFevre and her colleagues (J. challenged this explanation using verbal report evidence that adults also use time consuming nonretrieval strategies to solve simple addition and multiplication. The authors replicated J. LeFevre and colleagues' methods, but added instructional biasing and silent control conditions to test these methods. Both reaction time and report results suggest that LeFevre and colleagues' conclusions about nonretrieval frequency may have been influenced by instructions that revealed the experimental hypothesis and affected participants' strategy reports. Obtaining evidence about adult strategy use in simple arithmetic will require understanding instructional demand and appropriate report methodology.
posed a serious challenge to claims about the pervasiveness of direct retrieval. In those studies, participants solved simple addition or multiplication problems in a reaction time (RT) task and provided immediate verbal reports on the process they used for problem solution. Contradicting theoretical claims that straightforward direct retrieval is the basis for such performance, LeFevre and colleagues' participants reported substantial use of nonretrieval strategies. In particular, 29% of simple addition trials were reported to have been performed by some strategy other than direct retrieval; the comparable percentages for simple multiplication were 12% (Experiment 1) and 19% (Experiment 2). Furthermore, use of strategies was not limited to merely a few participants in the samples. Instead, 81% of participants (13 of the 16) in the addition study reported using a nonretrieval strategy at least once; in the multiplication studies "forty percent of participants reported using one or two procedures other than retrieval, and 32% reported using three or more procedures other than retrieval" (LeFevre, Bisanz, et al., 1996, p. 293 ; see also Geary, Frensch, & Wiley, 1993; Geary & Wiley, 1991; Hecht, 1999; Svenson, 1985) .
On the basis of participants' reports, LeFevre and colleagues segregated retrieval and nonretrieval trials, then analyzed latencies and error rates as a function of reported solution method. They demonstrated that the commonly reported problem size effect, the increase in RTs and errors as problem operands grow larger, was dramatically reduced when trials processed by means of some strategy were eliminated (see especially Table 3 , and Table 1 , . For example, the slope in a regression of addition RTs on problem sum was 23.2 ms when all trials were included but only 7.7 ms when the analysis only considered trials reported to have been solved by direct retrieval. On the basis of these and other analyses, LeFevre and colleagues offered three general conclusions: (a) when only those trials solved by means of direct retrieval are considered, the problem size effect is rather minor; (b) processes other than direct retrieval are largely responsible foi the longer latencies and higher error rates for large problems that are widely reported in the literature; and (c) considerable theoretical and empirical attention needs to be devoted to the nature of nonretrieval processes in arithmetic performance.
At the core of these arguments was the segregation of trials performed by retrieval versus nonretrieval strategies, on the basis of participants' verbal reports. If the reports were valid, then the results presented by LeFevre and colleagues are indeed damaging to direct retrieval-only models. We were concerned about the specific methodology used in these studies, however, for at least three interrelated reasons: veridicality, reactivity, and demand (for a detailed discussion of these issues, see Kirk, 1998, and Ericsson & Simon, 1993 , on the methodology of collecting valid, nonreactive retrospective reports). We will address each reason in turn.
Veridicality
The first reason involves the issue of veridicality, whether the verbal reports accurately reflected the underlying cognitive processes. It is generally conceded that mental processes that have become automatic are not accessible by verbal reports (e.g., Crutcher, 1994; Ericsson & Simon, 1993; Payne, 1994; Russo, Johnson, & Stephens, 1989; Wilson, 1994) . That is, a clear limitation of the verbal protocol procedure is that only information entered into short-term memory and then attended to can be incorporated into verbal reports. It is possible, of course, that iterative problem-solving strategies such as counting and transformation can be validly reported, because they involve working memory processing. In the case of an automatic mental process, however, it would be the outcome of the process, rather than the nature of the process itself, that would be reportable. Thus, for simple arithmetic, which many have argued is a largely automatic process for adults (e.g., Ashcraft, 1992; Campbell & Graham, 1985; Lebiere & Anderson, 1998) , the answer 7 to the problem 4 + 3 would be reportable as the outcome of the solution process, but the process that yielded the 7 would not itself be reportable. If solution routes for these problems are inaccessible, so that participants are uncertain of how they solved the problems, their strategy reports may not accurately reflect their cognitive processes. Furthermore, if direct retrieval occurred in parallel with some reconstructive or procedural solution (e.g., Ashcraft, 1982) , similar to the Compton and Logan (1991) race model for alphabet arithmetic, it might be the case that participants would only be able to report the nature of the slower of the two processes, even though the faster process governed performance. Finally, information that is readily verbalizable may receive greater attention, and information that is not readily verbalizable may be overshadowed (e.g., Payne, 1994 ). In the current context, a multistep strategy such as counting ("five, six, seven" for 5 + 2) might be more easily described verbally than recognition of having retrieved the answer, even if retrieval had taken place.
Thus, there are two aspects to the veridicality issue in these studies. First, can valid verbal reports capture the thought processes used in solving problems generally thought to be answered by direct access? Second, will asking participants to report their solution strategies verbally for these problems bias them to report strategies that they did not use?
Reactivity
The second issue concerns reactivity, the possibility that the verbal report requirement may have altered the mental processing that normally occurs. Russo et al. (1989) , for instance, claimed that requiring a verbal report may reduce one's available mental resources and/or motivate participants toward greater accuracy, because their errors will be more publicly exposed in verbal reports. They also suggested that the actual strategy choice might be affected by verbal reports. If participants know that they will have to say something about their strategies even when they are unable to recall or report on their actual processing, they might deliberately memorize a few process components to guide recall or help develop a plausible reconstruction. Such memorization would not only consume processing resources, it might conceivably alter the strategy choice as well. Reports made under these conditions would probably not reflect participants' normal solution routes, even if the reports were valid reflections of their procedures during the experiment.
The directed nature of the verbal report instructions in LeFevre and colleagues LeFevre, Sedasky, & Bisanz, 1996) work, with the response cue "Remember or Strategy?" may also have been a source of reactivity. That is, participants had to evaluate and interpret their problem-solving process, not just report the thoughts that entered attention during a trial. Because an interpretive process requires additional information that is not needed in performing the primary task (Ericsson & Simon, 1993) , this too could have changed the underlying cognitive processes and altered the retrospective report.
The need to make a strategy report, and the directed nature of those reports, may have contributed demand characteristics to the experimental situation. Participants may have solved the problems atypically, because they were expected to report whether they solved them by remembering or using a strategy. In essence, these experimental conditions may have biased them to report what they thought the experimenter wanted to hear.
LeFevre and colleagues LeFevre, Sedasky, & Bisanz, 1996) addressed the veridicality and reactivity issues in several different ways. They noted that in general the RT and error characteristics in their data conformed well to the known or expected characteristics for different solution types. For example, direct retrieval is routinely found to be faster and more accurate than counting or other reconstructive processes, for young children (Siegler, 1987 (Siegler, , 1988 and adults (Geary et al., 1993; Geary & Wiley, 1991) in mental arithmetic tasks and for adults in alphabet arithmetic tasks (e.g., Compton & Logan, 1991) . LeFevre and colleagues found the same patterns across all three of their experiments. Trials reported as counting trials were generally not only slower than direct retrieval but also showed latency patterns that were clearly related to the relevant structural variable; the slope estimates for this variable were consistent with estimates of internal counting rates. The same was also true of multiplication trials reported as "number series," for example, solving 4 X 3 by counting up or retrieving the series 4, 8, 12.
Unfortunately, LeFevre and colleagues LeFevre, Sedasky, & Bisanz, 1996) did not test a silent control condition and, hence, could not make direct comparisons on the issue of reactivity within their data. They did, however, compare their multiplication results to two other published data sets, neither of which had included verbal report procedures. Their own obtained latencies were considerably slower than those reported elsewhere and reflected somewhat higher accuracy. acknowledged that the need to report may have biased participants toward higher accuracy; similarly, Ericsson and Simon (1993) reported that use of verbal reports could sometimes result in longer RTs, when the same tasks were tested under silent and verbalizing conditions. Nonetheless, the RT patterns obtained by LeFevre and colleagues, especially the slopes in regression analyses, compared rather favorably to the other data sets. The overall similarity of RTs and error rates in their addition and multiplication data to patterns already reported in the literature persuaded them that the results were not contaminated by reactivity.
Demand Induced Bias
The third concern involves the issue of demand, the possibility that aspects of the experimental procedures suggested to participants what kinds of verbal reports and solutions were expected. In particular, the experimental instructions in conjunction with the report methodology may have biased participants to report using nonretrieval strategies. First, participants were told that the purpose of the study was "to determine what sorts of procedures adults use when solving simple arithmetic problems/simple multiplication problems" (italics added; LeFevre, Bisanz, et al., 1996, p. 289; LeFevre, Sadesky, & Bisanz, 1996, p. 219 ). The instructions then presented a sample problem and a variety of nonretrieval strategies, in addition to retrieval, that could be used to solve it. After being told of the two-part nature of each trial (state the problem's answer, report on solution method), "participants were reminded that people solve problems in a variety of ways and were encouraged to report their own solution procedures" (italics added; LeFevre, Bisanz, et al., 1996, p. 289 ; for comparably worded instructions, see Hecht, 1999) .
To the extent that participants do use reconstructive processes, these instructions may have conveyed desirable information; for example, reassuring participants that they could mention strategies that some might view as immature or less desirable than straightforward direct retrieval. But to the extent that participants do not rely on strategies, the instructions had the potential for biasing results in several ways. Participants were told explicitly that multiple strategies are used to solve simple arithmetic problems, and they were provided with examples of specific strategies. This probably ensured that the variety of strategies was fresh in their minds before the beginning of practice and indicated that reports of those explicitly mentioned strategies would be acceptable. On the basis of classic work on demand characteristics (Orne, 1962; Patty & Page, 1973; Weber & Cook, 1972) , it seems clear that the information provided to participants communicated the experimental hypothesis of multiple strategy use by adults when they solve simple arithmetic problems. This information could easily have enabled them to confirm that hypothesis in their verbal reports. Thus, it seemed likely that the demand characteristics of the experimental situation would either bias participants to use strategies or to report that they had done so.
To check for bias due to demand, Ome (1962) suggested that participants be exposed to the experimental materials without responding to them and then asked to guess the experimental hypothesis. Such a procedure, however, would be weak in the present context, given the need for corroborating evidence on RTs and errors to the arithmetic problems themselves. Another approach, the one we elected to use, involves direct manipulation of bias and, hence, instructional demand.
We biased one set of instructions toward direct retrieval, one set toward nonretrieval strategies, and used LeFevre and colleagues' LeFevre, Sedasky, & Bisanz, 1996) instructions verbatim in a third group. As a direct check on the possible reactivity of the verbal report task, we also included a silent control group, one exposed to the same instructions that LeFevre and colleagues used, but without the requirement to report on solution method. All four groups performed the same mental arithmetic task under instructions that might bias the nature of their strategy use, and three of them gave verbal reports. Separate samples of participants were tested in this fashion for simple addition (Experiment 1) and multiplication (Experiment 2). These manipulations should have no effect on verbal reports or RTs if demand and bias are unimportant issues in this situation. Our prediction, however, was that verbal reports and RTs would be affected by the instructions and task, thus challenging conclusions that are based on similar methodologies.
Experiment 1

Method
Experiment 1 replicated the condition studied in , but added two contrasting instruction conditions and a silent control condition. The procedures used in the three verbal report conditions paralleled as closely as possible the procedures used by LeFevre, Sadesky, and Bisanz, with the specified modifications. The silent control condition was designed to use the same format without the verbal strategy report component.
Participants
A total of 64 participants were recruited from undergraduate psychology courses in exchange for extra credit in their classes. They were randomly assigned to one of the four instruction groups: retrieval bias, replication, strategy bias, and silent control. After completing informed consent procedures, they were given the materials and instructions described below, completed the mental addition task and two ancillary measures, and then were debriefed and excused. The only restriction on participants was that they have normal or normal-corrected vision.
Materials
Experimental stimuli. The problem set consisted of the 100 basic addition facts, from 0 + 0 to 9 + 9. Each participant saw one of two pseudo-randomized orders of the 100 problems. Problem order was constrained such that no single value was repeated in the operand or sum of a consecutive trial and no problem (e.g., 4 + 5) appeared in the same half of the problem set as its inverse (5 + 4). Ten problems from the second half of the problem sets were used as practice problems.
Ancillary tests. Participants completed a demographic information sheet, reporting age, gender, race, year in school, math courses and grades in high school and college, and subjective ratings of math anxiety and math enjoyment scored on a 10-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 10 (very much). They also completed two ancillary tests, in part to check on preexperimental equivalence of groups, and in part to enable comparisons with 
Procedure
Each participant was tested individually in a session lasting approximately 1 hour. At the beginning of the session, participants were told that the purpose of the study was to determine how adults solve simple arithmetic problems. Instructions included a sample problem and, depending on condition, several alternative strategies. The instructions were shown on the lab computer screen, and the experimenter read them aloud while the participant followed along.' All groups received the same general introduction, that they would be seeing simple arithmetic problems on the computer screen and would be solving the problem; speed and accuracy were emphasized equally. The three verbal report groups were also told that they would be asked to report how they solved the problem on a trial-by-trial basis.
Instructions. Instructions for both the replication and silent control conditions were taken verbatim from LeFevre, Sadesky, and Bisanz (1996, p. 219):
What do people do when asked to add 9 + 6? You could just remember the answer, 15. It just sort of pops into your head. You could figure out the answer by counting. You could think 9, and then 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15. You could figure it out by using a special trick. You could remember that 10 + 6 = 16, so 9 + 6 has to be one less. Or you could solve it some other way. These instructions were modified as follows for the retrieval bias condition:
What do people do when asked to add 9 + 6? You could just remember the answer, 15. It just sort of pops into your head. That is how adults usually solve problems of this size. Or you might solve the problem by using a strategy. Of course, adults almost always just remember the answer to problems of this size, and we would like to know more about that process.
For the strategy bias condition, we modified the instructions as follows:
What do people do when asked to add 9 + 6? You could figure the answer out by counting. You think 9, and then 10, 11, 12,13, 14, 15. You could figure it out using a special trick. You could remember that 10 + 6 = 16, so 9 + 6 has to be just one less. Or you could solve it in some other way. Surprisingly enough, many adults do use strategies, even when solving problems of this size, and we are interested in knowing more about that. Or you could just remember the answer, 15. It just sort of pops into your head.
Participants (except for those in the silent control condition) were told that each trial consisted of two parts. First they were told to answer the addition problem on the screen as quickly and accurately as possible. Then they were instructed to explain how they solved the problem. After practice, participants were again reminded to work as quickly and accurately as possible. The 100 experimental trials were then presented, with a short break at the midpoint.
Participants indicated when they were ready to begin each trial by pressing the space bar on the computer keyboard. A fixation point then appeared in the center of the screen, followed by a 1,000-ms blank interval, after which the problem appeared, centered on the screen. The timer was activated when the problem appeared, and the participant's vocal response stopped the timer. The experimenter then keyed in the participant's response. Following this, the screen showed the message, "How did you do the problem? Remember or Strategy?" to cue participants to report how they solved the problem. The experimenter then recorded and keyed in the reported strategy in one of the coded categories described by LeFevre, Sadesky, and Bisanz (19%). Following verbal report, participants indicated when they were ready to continue to the next trial. In the silent control condition the "Remember or Strategy?" screen read, "Please tell the experimenter when you are ready to continue by saying OK."
After the computer trials, participants completed the demographic form, math anxiety rating scale, and the pencil-and-paper arithmetic tests, with standard instructions. Participants were given 2 min per page for each of the arithmetic tests. Total time to complete these written measures averaged 15 min.
Classification of verbal reports. Participants' self-reports were coded to be consistent with the five categories used by LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz (1996). "Retrieval" was selected when participants reported remembering or knowing the answer without any additional processing, or when they said, "I just knew the answer" or "It just popped into my head." Mention of mental incrementing of any sort was classified as "counting," as were responses such as "I added" or "I counted." 'Transformation" was scored when participants changed the presented problem to take advantage of a known math fact (e.g., 6 + 7 = 6 + 6+1). The "zero-rule" category was used on problems with 0 as an operand, if the participant reported that any number added to 0 was the same number or made a response such as "It's the same thing." "Other" procedures included guessing, using more than one strategy to arrive at the initial answer, or using memory aids. If participants reported remembering the answer and then checking it by counting or some other nonretrieval strategy, the trial was coded as a direct retrieval trial.
Problem size categories. A difficulty in analyzing both RTs and the frequency of different solution methods is that the number of problems available for analysis differs widely as a function of sum; for example, although only one problem (0 + 0) has a sum of 0, nine problems have a sum of 10. A tradition in the literature (e.g., Ashcraft & Battaglia, 1978) has been to examine a two-level problem size factor, small versus large (one-vs. two-digit sums). This seemed too crude a categorization to capture the nature of solution methods used for different problems here. For example, under the traditional scheme, 1+0 and 5+4 would be "small" problems, despite widespread agreement that these problems are surely solved by means of different methods (e.g., an n + 0 rule for 1 + 0 and a retrieval for 5 + 4), and despite their rather different performance characteristics (respectively, 636 ms vs. 732 ms in the Miller, Perlmutter, & Keating, 1984, normative tabulation). To overcome these difficulties, while ensuring that sufficient observations would be available to obtain reliable estimates, we grouped problems into five categories of problem 1 LeFevre (personal communication, September 23, 1997) also revealed that the instructions were administered in verbal form only in the two papers under consideration here. Participants in the current experiments also saw the instructions printed on the computer screen while the experimenter read them aloud. This is the only clear difference in administration procedures between the two sets of studies.
size, those with sums from 0-1, 2-5, 6-10, 11-14, and 15-18 . Although the first category is composed of only three problems, each of the remaining categories has a minimum of 18 possible observations per participant across which to compute means. The regression analyses presented later, however, used the full range of sums 0 to 18, rather than the five categories used for analyses of variance (ANOVAs).
Results
Our primary objective in these experiments was to learn whether the biasing characteristics of the experimental situation may have affected participants' performance, as indicated by their verbal reports, RTs, and errors. LeFevre and colleagues LeFevre, Sedasky, & Bisanz, 1996) found intriguing individual differences in their studies, and we have examined individual differences in some of our analyses as well. We also report additional latency and error analyses to demonstrate that our data were consistent with the results reported by LeFevre and colleagues and with the literature on the basic addition and multiplication facts.
Accuracy, Missing Observations
The overall error rate observed here was 1.6%, similar to the 1% error rate reported by LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz (1996) . Error rates by group ranged from 0.9% to 1.8%, and did not differ across groups (F < 1.0). The majority of errors were close to the correct answer, that is, within ± 1 or 2; such "close" errors accounted for 97%, 82%, 93%, and 87% of the errors, respectively, across retrieval bias, replication, strategy bias, and silent control groups. Errors also demonstrated the standard problem size effect, such that 88% of all errors occurred on problems with two-digit answers. Respectively across groups, errors on problems with twodigit answers accounted for 100%, 77%, 82%, and 93% of the total errors. Note, however, that because of the low error rate, no more than two trials on any particular sum were missing due to errors. Thus, although no category of problems was disproportionately affected by errors, a useful examination of error characteristics cannot be accomplished with these data. Error trials were simply removed from further consideration in the strategy report and RT data.
Additional RTs were missing for two reasons. Misfiring of the voice key spoiled 1.5% of the trials; the percentages of spoiled trials did not differ across groups (range from 1.4 to 2.0%). RTs were examined for possible extreme scores. Each participant's RTs for problems in the five categories of problem size were analyzed using Dixon's test for outliers at thep < .01 level (Dixon, 1953) . Across the four groups, the percentages of scores identified as extreme ranged from 0.7% to 0.9% of the 1,600 possible RTs per group, a nonsignificant group effect (F < 1.0). Thus, despite errors, spoiled trials, and extreme scores, fully 96.2% of all observations were available for analysis (by group, these percentages ranged from 95.4 to 97.0%).
Frequency of Procedures Reported
The most important result in the experiment concerns the issue of demand characteristics in the instructions. As hypothesized, reported use of direct retrieval and nonretrieval strategies was dramatically influenced by the instructional manipulation administered to the different groups. We first computed the simple percentages of trials reportedly solved by means of direct retrieval (total accurate retrieval trials divided by total number of correct trials). By this method, 91% of the retrieval bias group's trials were reportedly done by direct retrieval, versus 55% by the replication group and 38% by the strategy bias group, F(2, 45) = 23.62, MSe = 487.23 (unless otherwise specified, all effects reported as significant in this article achieved at least the p < .05 criterion). We then recomputed and reanalyzed these percentages separately as a function of the five problem size categories. The main effect of instruction condition was significant in this analysis as well, F(2,45) = 30.81, MSe = 2,349.5. Respectively across the retrieval bias, replication, and strategy bias conditions, the percentages of trials reported as solved by direct retrieval were 91%, 50%, and 32%, as shown in the left panel of Figure 1 . Note that under both tabulation procedures, the reported use of direct retrieval (55% and 50%) for the replication group was somewhat lower than the 71% value found by LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz (1996) . The main effect of problem size category, F(4, 180) = 10.93, MSe = 429.7, was a roughly symmetrical, peaked function, with direct retrieval reports averaging 57%, 64%, 71%, 50%, and 47% of all trials across the five problem size categories. The nonsignificant interaction of these two factors, F(8, 180) = 1.33, computed p = .23, as depicted in Figure 2 , merely showed that the peaked function was roughly the same for all three groups despite their different overall levels of reporting direct retrieval.
In short, the group biased toward direct retrieval reported the highest incidence of retrieval, the replication group claimed direct retrieval use on only half the trials, and the group biased to report nonretrieval strategies claimed to use direct retrieval only on about one third of the trials. Demand characteristics in the instructions clearly altered the reports of retrieval and nonretrieval strategy use, in a seemingly uniform fashion. By merely shifting the emphasis and order of instructions, and providing or withholding examples of nonretrieval strategies, our adult participants were induced to report using nonretrieval strategies with widely different frequencies.
The effects of instructional manipulation and verbal protocols on the frequency of strategy reports were also observed at the level of specific procedures. Table 1 is analogous to LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz's (1996) tabulation, showing the percentage of each group's 1,600 trials on which retrieval and nonretrieval strategies were reported, the total number of participants who reported using a strategy at least once, the range (across participants) of reported usage for each strategy type, and the means and standard deviations of latencies for each strategy type. Thus, for the retrieval bias group, 91% of all trials were reported as having been solved by direct retrieval, all 16 participants in the group reported using retrieval at least once, and participants reported using retrieval from 64 to 100% of the time (in fact, 7 of these 16 participants reported exclusive use of retrieval). Trials reported as "retrieval" averaged 816 ms (SD = 277); all of these values for the retrieval bias group were surprisingly similar to those reported in Geary and Wiley (1991) ; for example, 88% of trials were reported as "retrieval" in that report. Note that the mean latencies in the table may not be directly comparable to the medians reported in LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz (1996) . The four procedures reported by LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz (1996) , retrieval, counting, transformation, and zero rule, accounted well for the present data; no group reported methods other than these more than 5% of the time. For the most part, when participants reported a strategy other than retrieval, the report was of counting or transformation, as found by LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz. The distribution of these strategies, furthermore, was quite similar to the patterns reported by LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz. For example, reports of using a transformation strategy were most uncommon for problems with sums up through 10, from 0.4% to 3.6% of trials across the three groups. Problems with sums 11 or larger, however, showed much higher incidence of reported transformation and also the strong effect of instructional bias; across the retrieval bias, replication, and strategy bias groups, 14%, 44%, and 52% of such trials were reportedly solved by transformation. Counting solutions were never reported as frequently as transformation solutions for the larger problems but were considerably more frequent than transformation reports when sums were in the 2-10 range. And again, the frequency with which counting was reported varied strongly as a function of instructional bias group. " Number of participants who reported using the strategy at least once.
b Represents the range across individuals who reported using the strategy at least once.
c Latency means and standard deviations are in milliseconds.
In the most extreme case, problems with sums of 11, the retrieval bias group reported 6% reliance on counting, versus 25% reliance by the replication group, and 31% reliance on counting by the strategy bias group. There was also a sharp difference across groups in the number of participants who reported using the zero rule and in the percentage of its reported use. Because 19 of the 100 simple addition facts have 0 operands, each participant had 19 opportunities on which a zero rule solution could plausibly be reported. The retrieval bias group reported using the zero rule on 6% of these occasions, the replication group reported using it on 51%, considerably more than the 12% reported by LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz (1996) , and the strategy bias group reported using it on 75% of these problems. We suggest that these results be interpreted with caution, however. On the basis of remarks volunteered by participants, discriminating between direct retrieval and the zero rule was a source of considerable confusion. Participants frequently reported that they could not distinguish one procedure from the other. It should also be noted that the zero rule was not among the nonretrieval strategies mentioned as an alternative in the instructions.
Although the patterns of reported strategy use across problem size were generally consistent with those found by LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz (1996) , the absolute levels of those reports were not. If participants were able to report accurately on their solution methods and were uninfluenced by instructional bias, then no group differences should have been evident here. Their prominence, however, along with the obtained disparities in reported levels of direct retrieval, transformation, and counting solutions, demonstrated that participants' strategy reports were seriously affected by the demand characteristics of the instructions when they were required to make verbal reports.
It is conceivable, of course, that performance in our replication condition, or in LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz's (1996) experiment, comes closer to revealing typical or normal processing than that of our retrieval bias condition. That is, perhaps our retrieval bias instructions led participants to rely on direct retrieval more heavily than usual.
Before turning to the latency data, which also speak to this issue, consider another comparison within the results, involving errors. Consider for a moment the conclusion that some significant proportion of adults' performance on the basic facts of addition is not based on direct retrieval, whether the 29% found in LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz (1996) or the 50% obtained here. If so, then the 91% retrieval reported by our retrieval bias group would not be representative of how adults normally solve these problems-our instructions might have induced participants to rely more heavily on direct retrieval than they prefer. If so, we might expect to see higher error rates among these participants, because they had retrieved or guessed on problems they usually would solve by nonretrieval strategies and would therefore have been less accurate. Yet, regardless of instructional condition, error rates across groups were very similar, ranging only from 0.9% to 1.8%. Furthermore, as several reports have pointed out (e.g., LeFevre, Sedasky, & Bisanz, 1996; Siegler, 1987) , it is the use of nonretrieval strategies that tends to produce more errors; in general, the lower the percentage of retrieval reported, the higher the likelihood of errors. It seems questionable that the groups could have achieved such equal and high accuracy if the percentages of retrieval and strategy use they reported were a valid reflection of actual problem-solving procedures.
Latencies
Latencies were used to evaluate the predicted effects of bias from three different perspectives: RTs across problem size as a function of instructional group, RT characteristics for the different reported strategies, and individual RT slopes when latencies are regressed on problem size. Each of these analyses revealed comparable performance by the retrieval bias and silent control groups and significantly longer latencies by the replication and strategy bias groups.
Group latencies across problem size. Each participant's mean RT to the problems within each of the five categories of problem size was computed after extreme scores (and errors) were removed, and the data analyzed in a mixed model ANOVA as a function of instructional group (4 levels, including the silent control group) and problem size (5 levels). The overall group main effect narrowly missed conventional significance (computed p = .055); the overall group means were 856 ms for retrieval bias, 937 ms for replication, 1,072 ms for strategy bias, and 870 ms for silent control. The problem size effect was significant, F(4, 240) = 65.06, MSe = 51,058, as was the important interaction of Group X Problem Size, F(12, 240) = 2.36, MSe = 51,058. Figure 3 depicts the means from the interaction and shows the basis for the two effects. First, the means demonstrate the standard problem size or problem difficulty effect, an increase in latencies as the sum of the problem grows larger. Note that along with the error and reported nonretrieval results above, this is the third demonstration of the problem size effect within these data.
The source of the interaction here is also clear graphically. First, note that the latency patterns for the retrieval bias and silent control groups were virtually superimposed across the entire range of problem size. These groups simply did not differ in RTs (nor in error rates). In contrast, the replication group diverged appreciably from these two at the largest problem size category, in which they were 200 ms slower. The strategy bias group differed even more prominently from these groups. Strategy bias participants were fully 220 ms slower than the replication group for sums in the 15-18 range and, thus, were over 400 ms slower than the retrieval bias and silent control groups on these large problems. Confidence intervals were computed from one-way within-subjects ANOVAs performed separately on each group (e.g., Loftus & Masson, 1994) . Respectively, the 95% confidence intervals for RB, Rep, SB, and SC groups were the displayed mean ± 78, 120, 153, and 82.
An alternative analysis approach, and indeed an alternative way of conceptualizing the design of this experiment, examines performance in two contrasted pairs of groups. Consider first the replication versus silent control groups, for which the instructions were the same and only the verbal report requirement distinguished between the groups. An analysis of this pair of conditions, across problem size categories, directly addresses the issue of possible reactivity in verbal reporting. The remaining two conditions, retrieval bias and strategy bias, can be treated as opposite ends of a demand or bias continuum. An analysis of these two groups can directly assess whether differential bias influenced the latencies to these addition problems.
We first conducted 2X5 mixed ANOVAs, contrasting the replication versus silent control groups across problem size categories and the retrieval versus strategy bias groups across problem size, and then examined the group differences at problem size categories 3-5 with simple effects tests. For the replication versus silent control contrasts, the simple effects F was significant only at the largest problem size category, F(l, 120) = 8.19, MSe = 42,520. For the retrieval versus strategy bias contrasts, RTs were significantly different at problem size categories 4 and 5, Fs(l, 120) = 12.78 and 25.38, respectively, MSe = 59,596 (the contrasts were also significant when mean square error from the overall 4X5 analysis was used, that is, the mean square error for the significant Group X Problem Size interaction reported above). In other words, the requirement to report verbally slowed the replication group down by 200 ms at the largest problem size category, as compared with the nonreporting silent control group. Likewise, for the two groups at the extremes of the bias continuum, instructions that biased participants to report the use of strategies slowed their latencies by 300 to 400 ms at the two largest problem size categories, when their performance was compared with a group biased to report direct retrieval. These simple effects tests supported the graphical interpretation suggested above for Figure 3 ; at the largest problem size category, in which RT differences due to instructions and verbal reporting should be most prominent, both the strategy bias and replication groups took significantly longer to answer the simple addition problems than either the group biased to report direct retrieval or the nonreporting silent control group.
We draw several conclusions from these patterns. Participants showed both reactive and nonveridical responses to biasing experimental and report instructions, and their response bias was affected by problem size and instructional condition. First, note that the strategy bias and replication instructions had a reactive effect on RT performance at the largest problem size level illustrated in Figure 3 . That is, participants in these two groups not only complied with the demand inherent in the biasing instructions by reporting greater reliance on strategies, but their latencies showed that they also performed more slowly on larger problems, as would be expected if processing involved more time consuming strategies than direct retrieval. In other words, the bias effect here influenced not only the verbal reports but also seemed actually to alter the mental processing of the stimuli. When RTs and the percentages of counting and transformation reported by these two groups are compared for the largest problems, it appears that these participants may have solved them according to the strategies they were biased to report.
At the smaller problem sizes, however, the biasing effect was apparent most prominently on the verbal reports, with little or no effect on RTs. It is worth repeating here that the rather different levels of reported use of strategies (e.g., Table 1 and Figure 2 ) across the groups dramatically mismatched the RT profiles. For example, strategy bias participants reported direct retrieval on 36% of trials for problems with sums from 2-5 and, hence, reported using nonretrieval methods on 64% of their trials. The comparable percentages of reported nonretrieval were 40% for the replication group and 3% for the retrieval bias group. Despite this huge variation in reported use of nonretrieval, mean RTs for this problem size category ranged only from 704 to 785 ms, a much smaller range than would be expected had the verbal reports been veridical. Though strategies such as counting could conceivably be quite fast on small problems, the disparity between strategy reports and RTs at least raises the question of validity. Thus, although compliance with the strategy bias in the instructions seems also to have affected actual strategy use at the largest problem size, for the remainder of the problem set compliance seems to have merely conformed to a standard demand characteristics effect: Indicate to participants the kind of report you expect them to give, and they give that kind of report, regardless of their actual problem-solving method.
Furthermore, it appears to be the combination of bias toward strategies in the instructions and a requirement to report verbally that altered participants' processing. That is, the silent control group performed a "standard" production task, in which no verbal report was requested, under the same instructions as LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz's (1996) participants and our replication group participants. The pronounced differences between these groups can thus be attributed to the verbalization requirement in the replication group. Likewise, the overwhelming similarity of the silent control group's latency pattern to that of the retrieval bias group suggests that a bias toward direct retrieval may in fact be the typical, default method used for the bulk of the basic addition facts.
The 90% proportion of processing due to direct retrieval reported by our retrieval bias group is very close to values reported elsewhere; for example, the 95% confidence interval here was 91% ± 6.6%, and thus includes the 88% value reported in Geary and Wiley (1991) . Beyond noting this similarity, we decline to interpret our percentage more strongly, given that all four of our groups were exposed to biasing instructions. The major theme of our results, on the other hand, is that other estimates of nonretrieval processing have been interpreted quite strongly elsewhere, on the basis of verbal report and instructional procedures now shown to be biased.
Group latencies by strategy type. As shown, the instructions used here resulted in dramatically different percentages of reported reliance on retrieval, transformation, and counting. Interestingly, however, when participants did report a particular strategy for a particular trial, the time to solve that problem seemed remarkably unaffected by the instructional bias. That is, when a retrieval bias participant reported using a transformation strategy, the mean RT for that strategy was very similar to all other transformation RTs, regardless of instruction group; the same held true for direct retrieval and counting trials as well. In the analysis, direct retrieval trials averaged 840 ms, counting trials averaged 1,185 ms, and transformation trials averaged 1,234 ms, F(2, 90) = 35.60, MSe = 62,211. The effect of instructional group, and the Instructions X Strategy Type interaction, were nonsignificant (both Fs < 1.0). Interestingly, the overall mean RT for the silent control was 873 ms, again remarkably similar to the 840 ms mean RT for direct retrieval in this analysis. These results suggest that when participants reported using direct retrieval, they may indeed have been, and that they may indeed have been using the same, rapid and efficient strategy when they were not asked to report their solution strategies at all.
It is not surprising that nonretrieval strategies are generally slower than direct retrieval if they require deliberate, conscious processing. For this reason, participants' strategy reports are more credible when their reports of nonretrieval strategy use coincide with longer RTs. It follows that RTs should increase in proportion to the percentage of reported nonretrieval strategies. This was exactly the result found here: The correlation between the percentage of trials reported as nonretrieval and participants' RTs was .41. It is possible that when participants reported counting and transformation on large problems, their reports may have been a valid reflection of their performance, though as we noted earlier, strategy reports and RTs were discrepant in some problem sizes. The fact that these nonretrieval reports were far more numerous in the replication and strategy bias groups could also be interpreted as an explanation of the elevated RTs found for those groups.
Reported zero rule problems. Reports of using the zero rule were especially rare in the retrieval bias group (1 participant) and were also quite infrequent for several individuals in the other two report groups. Because of this, meaningful group comparisons on RTs and problem size are not possible here. Consequently, we report only a few general characteristics of the zero rule trials.
Trials reportedly solved by means of the zero rule were generally faster than direct retrieval trials. There were 23 participants who reported using both the zero rule and retrieval. For these individuals, mean RT was faster on rule than on direct retrieval, t(22) = 5.33; mean RT for zero rule problems was 750 ms, versus 872 ms for direct retrieval. Although this is in the opposite direction of the effect reported in LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz (1996), we suggest that this discrepancy is not central to either interpretation, because use of the zero rule could easily be assumed to be relatively automatic for many participants and, hence, not necessarily slower than genuine direct retrieval. We also note that the simple contrast of zero rule versus direct retrieval trials is contaminated by the problem size effect, in that zero rule problems have smaller sums on average than the problems solved by means of direct retrieval. In support of this, the group mean RTs on problems with 0 addends, 694 ms, 737 ms, and 757 ms, respectively, for retrieval bias, replication, and strategy bias (F < 1.0), were substantially faster than the total trial means presented in Table 1 , but reasonably close to the mean RTs for problems with sums in the 0-9 range.
Effects of reported strategy choice across problem size. A central point in LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz (1996) was that the typically reported problem size effect is an inappropriate aggregate, in that it combines both retrieval and nonretrieval trials into an average which, because of different temporal characteristics of the strategies, is misleading. In support of this argument, they computed individual regressions on participants' total trials and on trials separated according to reported strategy. Problem size slopes, that is, regression slopes across problem sums, were indeed larger when all trials were analyzed than when the analysis was restricted to only those reported as direct retrieval trials. The average slope for all trials was 23.2 ms (r 2 = .49) but was reduced to only 7.7 ms (r 2 = .18) when the analysis included only those trials reported as solved by means of direct retrieval. They concluded that the bulk of the RT increase in the effect is not due to differences in retrieval time or strength of problem representation in memory but instead is due to variations in participants' problem-solving strategies.
We conducted the same analyses on the present data, computing individual regression slopes across sums, once for all correct trials per participant and once for only those trials on which the participant reported using direct retrieval (see Table 2 for a summary). Slopes were not computed for strategies other than direct retrieval because of wide variability in reported use of nonretrieval strategies and, hence, seriously discrepant ns. As reported by LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz (1996) , slopes for direct-retrieval-only trials were considerably smaller than those computed on all trials; here they were 15.1, 9.3, and 13.8 ms, respectively, for retrieval bias, replication, and strategy bias groups. These values did not differ across instructional groups (F < 1.0). Regardless of instructional group, when participants reported having used direct retrieval, their problem size effects were relatively shallow, although still significantly different from 0 (respectively across the three groups, fs [15] = 6.17, 4.24, and 3.20).
Slopes did differ significantly by instructional group when all trials were used in the individual regressions, however, F(3, 60) = 3.06, MSe = 686.1. For retrieval bias, replication, and strategy bias groups, the mean slopes were 21.1,27.9, and 45.8 ms, respectively; the silent control slope, which necessarily included all trials, was 22.0 ms. These data illustrate two points: problem size effects are indeed inflated when nonretrieval trials are included in the computations, and reporting and use of nonretrieval trials was strongly affected by instructional bias. The similarity of the silent control group's mean slope to the two values for the retrieval bias group is another piece of evidence that bias toward using direct retrieval mimics more closely the solution methods typically used in nonreporting groups.
Comparison of Individual and Group Differences Across Problem Size
With group sizes of 16 and random assignment, it is unlikely that these verbal report and latency effects can be attributed to Note. Dashes indicate that retrieval report data were not obtained because there were no strategy reports from the silent control condition. initial group differences. Nonetheless, we analyzed participants' scores on the paper-and-pencil tests as a check on group equivalence. The results indicated that the groups were approximately equal, both in overall math skill and in affective reactions to math. Group means on the math fluency measure, F(3, 60) = 1.56, ns, were 80.0, 80.1, 74.4, and 89.6 (grand M = 81.0, SD = 20.4), respectively, for retrieval bias, replication, strategy bias, and silent control. Group means on the math anxiety instrument, F(3, 60) = 1.67, ns, were 46.4, 30.9, 33.3, and 38.1 (grand M = 37.2, SD = 21.4), again respectively.
Interestingly, math fluency scores were related to solution latencies across problem size, as documented elsewhere in the literature (e.g., Geary & Widaman, 1987) . Fluency was negatively related to participants' overall mean RTs (r = -.63) and to the individually computed slopes, that is, problem size effects (r = -.59). The fluency to RT relationship corroborates the suggestion in LeFevre, Sedasky, & Bisanz (1996) that the magnitude of the problem size effect is an index of the participant's overall mastery and fluency in addition. Math anxiety scores were unrelated to the latency measures (rs = .03 and .06).
Summary
Our primary findings indicated that manipulation of experimental instructions was effective, resulting in reported direct retrieval use ranging from 32 to 91%. Participants who were biased to report direct retrieval claimed to use nonretrieval strategies only 10% of the time. Participants who received instructions that biased them to report nonretrieval strategies showed a sharp increase in reported use of these procedures, ranging from nearly half to just over two thirds of their trials.
Group RT differences suggested that participants' actual problem-solving procedures as well as their verbal reports of those procedures were influenced by exposure to sample strategies and the need to make verbal reports. In contrast, participants who were not exposed to examples of nonretrieval strategies in the experimental instructions performed comparably to participants who were not required to make verbal reports.
Thus, the results confirm our primary hypothesis. Participants' verbal reports of direct retrieval and strategy use were easily biased by exposure to demand in the experimental instructions. There was evidence of reactivity as well as questionable validity of the reports resulting from both instructional bias and the report methodology. LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz (1996) reported that nonretrieval strategies accounted for 29% of performance on the basic addition facts. Our results suggest that this finding was influenced by bias in the experimental situation. One possible interpretation of our silent control and retrieval bias group results is that the percentage of nonretrieval strategy use is likely closer to 10%, too infrequent to be a major determinant of the problem size effect.
A less parsimonious explanation is that the effects of retrieval bias and the task presented to the silent control group resulted in equivalent but unrepresentative performance. According to such an explanation, bias toward reporting direct retrieval here resulted in a speedup of processing, that is, it caused the retrieval bias group to rely more heavily on direct retrieval than they normally would have. As such, the retrieval bias group would perform more rapidly than the replication group. Perhaps the standard speed-accuracy emphasis in the silent control group had the same unintended consequence: an atypical speeding of performance. Such an explanation must claim that the latencies and errors in the replication group are essentially the standard and that both our retrieval bias and silent control groups were induced to respond more rapidly than the standard because of their instructions.
Two difficulties exist with such an explanation. First, the most common laboratory task in this area has been the straightforward production task with no requirement to verbalize solution methods. The argument underlying the validity of verbal protocols rests on the assumption that the requirement to verbalize does not change the underlying mental processes, processes which normally are not verbalized. This proposed explanation would inappropriately reverse the usual assumptions underlying verbal protocol research. It would maintain that results from silent conditions need to be demonstrated as valid against the standard of performance obtained with verbal protocols.
The second difficulty with such an argument is that it would logically predict substantially larger error rates for the silent control and retrieval bias conditions than the other conditions, because these two groups would have been artificially induced to respond on the basis of nonpreferred solution methods, operating more rapidly than normal. Yet as demonstrated earlier, error rates were uniformly low here and did not differ among any of the groups.
On the basis of these findings, it appears that our retrieval bias instructions had the same effect as exposing participants to sample strategies in the instructions but not asking them to report. We suggest that the underlying mental processing of the addition facts was probably not affected by the instructions given to the retrieval bias group, on the basis of that group's similarity in the latencies to the silent control group. Such a conclusion speaks to two issues: the veridicality of participants' verbal reports and the reactivity of the biasing instructions. Participants' verbal reports of their solution strategies were clearly influenced by instructions, in other words, by the demand characteristics inherent in stating that multiple strategies are used frequently and in furnishing examples of such strategies. At a minimum, this conclusion attests to the need for great care in the writing of instructions whenever participants are to be asked to verbalize the nature of their mental processing.
The second issue, reactivity, is equally a concern in that it suggests that the combination of strategy instructions and the requirement to verbalize was a source of influence, rather than a benign procedure that yields straightforward data. It is apparently true that for simple addition, inducing participants to report nonretrieval strategies resulted in adoption of those strategies for problem solution, at least for large problems. The groups biased to report strategies like counting and transformation were the groups that then registered significantly longer solution latencies, on exactly those problems identified by LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz (1996) to be more prone to nonretrieval solutions. In sum, the results suggest that it is the combination of demand in the instructions and the requirement to report verbally that yielded the reactive effect. In other words, biasing instructions without the verbalization requirement, as in our silent control group, did not appear to alter the patterns of performance, nor did the retrieval bias instructions with the verbalization requirement. 
Participants
A new sample of 64 undergraduate participants was tested in exchange for extra credit in their psychology courses. As in Experiment 1, after completing informed consent procedures, participants were randomly assigned to one of the four instructional conditions, given the materials and instructions described below, tested, and then debriefed before being excused.
Materials
The only departure from the methods in Experiment 1 involved using the 100 basic multiplication facts, from 0 X 0 to 9 X 9, as experimental stimuli and adjusting the instructions to accommodate multiplication rather than addition. What do people do when asked to multiply 9X6? You could just remember the answer, 54. It just sort of pops into your head. You might figure out the answer by applying a math fact. You think 9 X 5 = 45, so another 9 makes 54. You could work it out by reciting the 9s table, 9, 18, 27, 36, 45, 54. You could solve it by addition, adding up 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 +9. Or you could solve it some other way. These instructions were altered for the retrieval bias and strategy bias conditions as they were in Experiment 1, that is, examples of strategybased solutions were omitted from the retrieval bias instructions, and wording concerning direct retrieval was mentioned last in the strategy bias instructions.
Procedure
Order of administration of the pencil-and-paper measures was counterbalanced with the RT task, so an equal number of participants completed them before and after the computer task.
Classification of verbal reports. Participants' verbal reports were classified using the categories specified by LeFevre, Bisanz et al. (1996) . "Retrieval" was selected when participants reported remembering or knowing the answer without any additional processing. 'Transformation/Derived Fact" was scored when known math facts were used to derive solutions, such as solving the problem 6 X 7 by reasoning that if 6 X 6 = 36, then adding another 6 equals 42. "Counting/Repeated Addition" was selected when participants added one operand an appropriate number of times, for example, using 5 + 5 + 5 to solve 5X3. "Rules" was applicable when participants used algorithms particular to problems with operands of 0 or 1, /V X 0 = 0 and N X 1 = N. "Number series" was selected when the answer was produced from a memorized string: 5X7 would be solved by using other facts from the 5s table, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35. "Other" strategies included guessing, using two strategies, or any other procedure not classified in the other categories. We dropped two of LeFevre, Bisanz et al.'s scoring categories, "nine's rule" and "unclassified," because of the rarity of reports appropriate for those classifications.
Problem size categories. A total of 36 multiplication facts have an operand of 0 or 1. Because these problems tend to be solved by means of aJVX0 = 0orWX 1 = N rule, they were analyzed as a separate problem size category. The remaining 64 multiplication facts were categorized into four groups, those with correct products in the ranges 4-15,16-25,26-42,  and 43-81; the number of problems per category is nearly equated (16,16,  17, and 15 ) by using these ranges. Analyses of accuracy, strategy use, and latency were all conducted using these problem size categories.
Results
Accuracy, Missing Observations
Error rates on the 1,600 trials possible for each group averaged 2.6%. Group error rates were 3% for retrieval bias, 2% for replication, 2.5% for strategy bias, and 3% for silent control (F < 1.0), results comparable to the 2% reported by LeFevre, Bisanz et al. (1996) for their Experiment 1 and to error rates reported elsewhere in the literature. Predictably, few errors were made on problems with operands of 0 or 1. The retrieval bias group made 1% errors on these problems, the replication group made no errors, the strategy bias and control groups both made 0.2% errors. These error levels were generally comparable to the 0.4% errors reported by LeFevre, Bisanz et al.
On the "standard trials" which omitted problems with 0 and 1 operands, error rates ranged from 3.5 to 5.5%. This was somewhat higher than the 3% error rate reported by LeFevre, Bisanz et al. (1996) , but lower, for example, than the 8% reported by Campbell and Graham (1985) on these problems. The errors made on standard problems showed the standard problem size effect, that is, more errors on the larger than the smaller problems. This was the case across all four groups: Errors to larger problems comprised 83% of all errors in the retrieval bias group, 91% in the replication group, 85% in the strategy bias group, and 98% in the silent control group (grand M = 89%).
Unlike addition, with which the bulk of the errors are within ±2 of the correct answer, errors in multiplication are often classified by category or type, for instance operand-related errors like 7 X 5 = 30, naming errors like 8X6 = 6, and so forth. Campbell (1994) presented a tabulation of such error types in multiplication, used also by LeFevre, Bisanz et al. (1996) ; our tabulation by these error types is shown in Table 3 . By far the highest percentage of errors involved operand-related errors, those errors sharing an operand with the correct answer (e.g., 4 X 3 = 16). Our four groups showed operand-related errors comparable to those reported by LeFevre, Bisanz et al. Nontable errors, "illegal" answers for the 100 basic facts (e.g., 4X3= 13), were the next most frequent error type. Although they seemed especially prominent in the strategy bias group (23% of their errors were of this type), fully two thirds of these errors were committed by a single participant. All remaining error types were rather infrequent and showed no marked departures from the pattern observed by LeFevre, Bisanz et al.
The data set was further reduced for two reasons. Misfiring of the voice key spoiled 2.0%, 2.3%, 1.7%, and 0.9% of the 1,600 possible scores across the four groups, respectively. Additionally, RTs were scanned for extreme scores as in Experiment 1, separately for each participant within each of the five problem size categories. By this method, 1.2% of the possible scores in the retrieval bias group were eliminated, 1.5% in the replication group, 1.7% in the strategy bias group, and 1.2% in the silent control group. The rates of extreme scores did not differ by group (F < 1.0). Trials that generated extreme scores were eliminated from the data set. Following elimination of these data, 93.8%, 94.2%, 94.1%, and 94.9% of each group's 1,600 possible trials were available for analysis, respectively, across groups.
Frequency of Procedures Reported
The frequency of reported retrieval and nonretrieval strategy use was consistent with prediction and with the results of Experiment 1; reports of direct retrieval declined significantly as the instructional emphasis on strategies grew stronger. When the simple percentages of trials reportedly solved by means of direct retrieval were computed (total accurate retrieval trials divided by total number of correct trials), the retrieval bias group averaged 96% reported direct retrieval, the replication group 71%, and the strategy bias group 62%. As in our Experiment 1, the replication group here reported somewhat less than the 88% retrieval reported by for these problems. When we analyzed percentages that were computed separately for the five levels of problem size, the main effects of instructional group, shown in the right panel of Figure 1 , and problem size were both significant, F(2, 45) = 16.86, MSe = 1629.8, and F(4, 180) = 39.16, MSe = 581.0. The interaction of these variables was not reliable (F < 1.0).
The significance of the two main effects, and the lack of interaction, are all apparent in Figure 4 . In the retrieval bias group, only problems with operands of 0 and 1 were reported as solved by nonretrieval strategies with any appreciable frequency. The replication and strategy bias groups also showed a significant increase in reporting direct retrieval beyond the 0 and 1 operand category, but because of their instructional bias, they reported significantly lower reliance on retrieval throughout the problem size ranges.
The instructional manipulation clearly altered the percentage of direct retrieval reported, although the range of reported retrieval was narrower for multiplication (62-96%) than for addition (Experiment 1, from 38-91%). The narrower range, and the fact that Figure 4 . Percentage of trials reported as solved by direct retrieval across five problem size categories, separately for the retrieval bias (RB), replication (Rep), and strategy bias (SB) groups (Experiment 2). Confidence intervals were computed from one-way within-subjects ANOVAs performed separately on each group (e.g., Loftus & Masson, 1994) . Respectively, the 95% confidence intervals for RB, Rep, and SB groups -were the displayed mean ± 11.1, 12.8, and 12.1. the overall percentages were higher, are consistent both with the original reports by and also with the common perception that multiplication tends to be more retrievalbased than does addition (for evidence to this effect, see Miller & Parades, 1990) .
Note that reported an increase in the use of nonretrieval strategies across problem size, this being the reason for their conclusion that the problem size effect is largely an artifact of strategy use. The main effect shown in Figure 4 , however, shows a steady, high level of direct retrieval reports in the retrieval bias group, and an increase, rather than a decrease, in direct retrieval reports across problem size for the other two groups (confirmed in a separate ANOVA that omitted the 0, 1 problem size category). Ancillary tabulations, which examined verbal reports by grouping problems into decades (i.e., problems with answers in the teens, 20s, 30s, and so forth), showed that reports of using a counting strategy were essentially limited to problems with answers less than 30 and almost exclusively to the replication and strategy bias groups. Reports of using a transformation strategy were never as common as reports of counting, but were reported from about 10 to 20% of the time on problems with answers 30 or larger; again, for the most part, these reports came only from the replication and strategy bias groups. Thus, for the retrieval bias curve in Figure 4 , the very minor departures from 100% retrieval in the 4-15 and 16-25 categories were all due to counting and in the range of answers 26-81 were all due to transformation. The same pattern was apparent for the remaining two groups-counting for answers up to about 25 and transformation for answers beyond that-but obviously with greater frequency than was observed in the retrieval bias condition.
A more detailed analysis of the effects of the instructional manipulation and report methodology on the 64 standard multiplication problems (those without operands of 0 or 1) can be seen in Table 4 , which reports the percentage of reported retrieval and nonretrieval strategy use by group, the number of participants who reported using the different strategies, the range of frequencies with which individuals reported the procedure, and the mean latencies for each type of procedure reported (note that because of the large differences in the numbers of trials performed by different procedures, the mean latencies are necessarily based on widely different sample sizes). With only minor discrepancies, the nature of reported procedures and the percentage of trials on which they were reported were overwhelmingly similar both to the results in Experiment 1 on addition and to the comparable tabulation in LeFevre, .
Problems with operands of 0 and 1 that were excluded from the full data analysis were also analyzed for the frequency of retrieval and nonretrieval strategies. Interestingly, the frequency of reporting use of the N X 0 and N X 1 rules showed clear signs of the instructional manipulation. Whereas the retrieval bias group re- ported direct retrieval use on 53% of the problems with 0 operands and 55% with 1 operand, the replication group reported using direct retrieval on only 16% and 21% of the 0-and 1-operand problems, and the strategy bias group on only 8% and 23% of these problems. These frequencies of direct retrieval are considerably lower than the 69% LeFevre and her colleagues reported for 0-operand problems and the 78% for 1-operand problems. More important than the overall levels of procedures being reported, however, is the result that these levels were seriously affected by the demand characteristics of the instructions. These results support the main hypothesis of the experiment, that participants' verbal reports of nonretrieval strategy use on the basic multiplication facts may not be truly indicative of their typical approach to solving these problems. This finding receives additional support from the RT data comparing group latencies across strategy type.
Latencies
Group latencies across problem size. The latency data did not reveal the significant Group X Problem Size interaction seen in Experiment 1 (F < 1.0). The main effect of problem size category was strong, however, F(4, 240) = 41.25, MSe -146,043. As a precaution against the possibility that five problem size categories might obscure a genuine group difference, this analysis was also conducted with problem size tabulated across decades of correct answers, that is, answers from 0-9, 10-19, 20-29, and so forth. The results were essentially identical; F ratios for the group main and interaction effects were less than 1.0. The only important departure was that the largest decade category, 80-89, contains only the tie problem 9X9. The RTs to this problem were faster than those in the preceding problem size decades, a typical result for this tie problem. Figure 5 depicts the nonsignificant interaction of Instructional Group X Problem Size, showing both the strong increase in RT across problem size as well as the absence of group differences. Thus, unlike the result in Experiment 1, there was no evidence that exposure to sample strategies and the need to make strategy reports biased participants to use those slower strategies in problem solution. In this experiment, it seems that participants merely conformed to the demand characteristics of the experimental situation when reporting their mental processing, while performing the same mental processes that typify performance in silent mental multiplication. In short, the significant difference in reported use of direct retrieval combined with the lack of group latency or error differences suggests that verbal reports were not an accurate reflection of participants' actual problem-solving processes.
Group latencies by strategy type. Regardless of the instructional group, when participants reported using direct retrieval, the corresponding RTs were relatively rapid: 1,209 ms, 1,171 ras, and 1,091 ms, respectively, for retrieval bias, replication, and strategy bias groups. Not only did these three group means not differ significantly, the mean of these means, 1,157 ms, was virtually the same as the mean RT in the silent control condition, 1,163 ms.
Given the relatively low incidence with which participants reported using nonretrieval solution methods, only a very small number of trials was available on which to base RT estimates of solution time (e.g., only four retrieval bias participants reported using transformation at all, yielding a total of only 11 trials, vs. 66 such trials in the replication group and 106 in the strategy bias group). Accordingly, we simply provide an overview of these results. Bear in mind here that different strategy types are reported for rather different classes of problems (e.g., counting is typically reported for small problems, transformation for large problems). 
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Figure 5. Mean reaction time (RT; in milliseconds) across five problem size categories, separately for the retrieval bias (RB), replication (Rep), strategy bias (SB), and silent control (SC) groups (Experiment 2). Confidence intervals were computed from one-way within-subjects ANOVAs performed separately on each group (e.g., Loftus & Masson, 1994) . Respectively, the 95% confidence intervals for RB, Rep, SB, and SC groups were the displayed mean ± 244, 148, 139, and 211. Thus, mean RTs for different strategy types do not necessarily imply that one strategy is slower or faster than another.
When participants reported using a particular strategy, mean RTs for that strategy were very similar across the three instructional conditions (see Table 4 for means). Trials reported as solved by means of counting averaged 1,026 ms, direct retrieval trials averaged 1,157 ms, and transformation trials averaged 1,941 ms (when the retrieval bias group is excluded). The fact that groups in Experiment 1 also performed comparably within each strategy type suggests that processing speed for different procedures was not influenced by the instructional manipulation.
The one apparent exception to this was the retrieval bias group's mean RT when reporting transformation, 6,852 ms versus 1,790 and 2,093 ms for the replication and strategy bias groups, respectively. This discrepant RT clearly should be ignored. It is based on only 11 observations from 4 participants, 3 of which exceeded 10 s; because of the very small sample sizes, these could not be excluded as outliers.
Effects of reported strategy choice across problem size. As in Experiment 1 and the report, we computed each participant's RT slopes, using the product as the predictor variable, both for all correct trials and for trials reported to have been solved by direct retrieval. We again found that slopes for all trials were larger than for the direct-retrieval-only trials, but the comparison was not significant. Mean slope (the average of all 64 participants' individual slopes) for all trials was 11.29 ms (SO = 16.42) and for retrieval trials was 6.61 (SD = 7.66). Slopes across the four groups (including the silent control condition) did not differ from one another (F < 1.0); the group means for retrieval bias, replication, strategy bias, and silent control were 12. 43, 12.61, 8.82, and 11.35 ms, respectively. The average slopes per group when only direct retrieval trials were considered all differed significantly from 0, /s(15) = 3.50, 5.05, and 2.55, for retrieval bias, replication, and strategy bias, respectively. Interestingly, the instructional group effect was significant on the retrieval-only slopes, F(2, 44) = 3.21, MSe = 54.63, with means of 8.66, 8.40 , and 2.80, again respectively. Although the source of this effect is clearly the considerably lower slope value for the strategy bias condition, note that there were fewer trials reported as due to direct retrieval in this group, thus, reducing the sample sizes on which the individual regressions could be performed. Because significant variance was accounted for in only 2 of the 15 individual regressions of strategy bias participants who reported using direct retrieval, we suspect that this effect may be spurious.
Comparison of Individual and Group Differences
Although there were no significant latency differences between groups, correlational analysis did reveal some intriguing individual differences. There was an inverse relationship between latency and participants' math fluency as measured on the pencil-and-paper arithmetic test: r --.40 between slope and math fluency score, and r = -.57 between RT and math fluency. Between-groups comparisons showed no significant differences on fluency or RT, but individual differences across groups suggested that participants with greater fluency showed a shallower problem size effect. The correlation between slope and reported percentage of direct retrieval was nonsignificant (r = -.05), another demonstration that larger problem size effects, that is, on an individual participant basis, were not related to the frequency of reported nonretrieval strategy use.
As was the case in Experiment 1, the difference in percentage of direct retrieval reported could not be attributed to group competence, because the groups scored nearly identically on the penciland-paper arithmetic test (F < 1.0). The retrieval bias, replication, strategy bias, and silent control group means were 82, 79, 79, and 78, respectively, with a mean of 79.85 (SD = 18.23). The correlation between frequency of reported retrieval and fluency was nonsignificant (r = .12).
LeFevre, also analyzed individual differences in how participants' attitudes toward math related to their performance. They found a significant relationship between positive attitudes toward math and direct retrieval use and math affect and error rates on retrieval trials. We found a positive relationship between slope and math anxiety level (r = .36), based on our paper-and-pencil math anxiety assessment, suggesting that higher reported levels of math anxiety were associated with larger problem size effects. Our participants' math anxiety level, however, showed no significant relationship to their reported use of direct retrieval, mean latencies, fluency on the pencil-and-paper math quiz, or the percentage variance accounted for in the individual regressions. Note that the lack of relationship between math anxiety and performance on simple multiplication problems (and addition problems in Experiment 1) replicates earlier reports that performance on simple addition and multiplication problems is not affected by individuals' math anxiety (e.g., Ashcraft & Kirk, in press; Faust, Ashcraft, & Fleck, 1996) .
There was an overall group difference in reported math anxiety level, F(3, 60) = 3.23, MSe = 340.05. Respectively for retrieval bias, replication, strategy bias, and silent control groups, mean math anxiety level was 29, 38, 21, and 39. In large samples, the grand mean on the sMARS test is approximately 36 (SD = 16); scores from 28-44 are interpreted as signifying a medium level of math anxiety, and scores from 0 to 20 as signifying low math anxiety. In the present sample, the grand mean was 32 (SD = 19).
Summary
Participants' verbal reports of strategy use were easily biased by exposure to demand instructions, confirming our major hypothesis. Significant group differences in reported direct retrieval, especially in the absence of group RT differences, suggest that participants' reports of nonretrieval strategy use were simply not an accurate reflection of their cognitive processes. Instead, reports of nonretrieval seemed merely to reflect compliance with the demand characteristics of the groups' instructions. reported that nonretrieval strategy use accounted for 12% of performance on the basic multiplication facts. Our results suggest that this finding was probably somewhat elevated by instructional bias. Given the similarities between RTs of the retrieval bias and silent control groups here, we wonder whether the retrieval bias group's report, 4% nonretrieval, might not be closer to the true value for college adults. The pattern of problem size effects in Figure 5 strongly suggests that no appeal to nonretrieval processes is necessary for explaining the bulk of adults' performance to the basic multiplication facts.
General Discussion
Effects of Instructional Demand and Verbal Report Methodology
Both experiments supported the hypothesis that participants' strategy reports are easily biased by suggestions that they use nonretrieval strategies to solve the basic math facts. By altering the emphasis of the instructions and by including examples of strategies, we biased groups to report having used strategies on 62% of their addition trials and 38% of their multiplication trials. When the instructions emphasized direct retrieval instead, they reported having used strategies only 9% of the time in addition and only 4% of the time in multiplication. These are large differences and point clearly to the power of instructions to influence participants as they attempt to report verbally on their mental processing.
Participants responded to the instructional bias by reporting different levels of deliberative, resource-consuming, nonretrieval strategy use. In some parts of the data the latency evidence was consistent with these reports, and in other parts the strategy reports and RTs were sharply discrepant. These results supported our prediction that biasing instructions could influence verbal reports in two ways. Participants might respond to demand by reporting strategies they did not use, so their RTs and strategy reports would be at odds. Alternatively, their problem-solving processes might actually be altered by demand, so the RTs and strategy reports would be congruent, although both are a product of bias.
A dramatic demonstration of bias effects was the dissimilarity of performance between the replication and the silent control groups, in contrast to the consistent similarity between retrieval bias and silent control groups. The silent control condition was added specifically to test the possibility that the requirement to give verbal reports might cause reactivity, at least in the context of instructions that convey demand or bias. This possibility was confirmed clearly by Experiment 1, although in Experiment 2 the groups' latency patterns did not differ. The silent control group's latency pattern was indistinguishable from the retrieval bias pattern in both studies.
The present results conform in many respects to those of LeFevre and colleagues in error rates, patterns of reported strategies and their latencies, and slope effects. But our obtained results on the instructional manipulation suggest that the percentages of nonretrieval strategy use reported by LeFevre and colleagues may have been inflated because of the nature of the instructions, the verbal reporting requirement, and the resultant biasing effects on performance. Certainly, given our participants' willingness to use or at least report the solution methods we proposed, data collected using this methodology would not be convincing evidence of how adults typically solve basic arithmetic.
The more general implication is that results based on verbal reports must demonstrate that the instructions given to participants are not contaminated by bias and are not reactive with respect to how participants process the task. At a minimum, such demonstrations will need to test a silent, nonreporting group. Only by demonstrating the lack of reactivity of the procedures and the veridicality of the data can further interpretations of verbal reports be made, for instance, using those reports to segregate trials on the basis of reported solution methods. Interestingly, LeFevre and her colleagues LeFevre, Sedasky, & Bisanz, 1996) have subsequently used somewhat modified instructions and tested a silent control group along with those giving verbal reports (e.g., LeFevre & Morris, 1999) . Despite these changes, their participants reported direct retrieval on 59% of the basic multiplication facts, comparable to our 62% in the strategy bias group in Experiment 2.
As noted earlier, several models in the domain of simple addition and multiplication claim that adults rely heavily on direct retrieval from long-term memory (e.g., Ashcraft, 1992; Campbell, 1987; Lebiere & Anderson, 1998; McCloskey, 1992) . Such a theoretical claim is also bolstered by more recent work showing the minimal role played by working memory in the processing of basic addition facts (e.g., Ashcraft, Copeland, Vavro, & Falk, 1999; Furst & Hitch, 1998) and by work showing event-related potentials (ERP) profiles consistent with direct retrieval when participants respond to basic multiplication facts (Niedeggen & Rosier, 1998) . Given this recent work along with the present results, it simply seems premature to claim that direct retrieval models are seriously undermined by the verbal report data in the literature.
We do not claim that the basic facts of addition and multiplication are retrieved from memory universally, for all adults, on all trials, in all circumstances. Results in the developmental literature, for example, show clearly how common it is for children to use-and even be taught-reconstructive strategies as they learn and master arithmetic (e.g., Ashcraft & Fierman, 1982; Siegler, 1987) . It would be unusual for a once common mental procedure to disappear entirely. Likewise, from the standpoint of individual differences, it is almost surely the case that some adults continue to use reconstructive mechanisms on some subset of problems, for example, a particular strategy on a particular problem (especially consistent with the Siegler & Jenkins, 1989 , proposal that solution strategies become associatively linked to particular problems during learning). Indeed, the possibility of two separate mechanisms for problem solution has been part of cognitive arithmetic models since the very beginning. For example, among the earliest cognitive models of adult performance was the Groen and Parkman (1972) proposal that strategies provide a back-up solution process for trials on which direct retrieval fails (see also Ashcraft, 1982 , in which retrieval and procedural, i.e., strategy-based, processes operated in parallel).
Instead, we claim that adults' reliance on retrieval and nonretrieval strategies cannot be reliably assessed by the methods and instructions that prompted us to conduct this research. Interpretation of verbally reported strategy use cannot be done in isolation; it is not a straightforward, uncomplicated determination in the context of potential bias and demand. Our results show that verbal reports of arithmetic processing are easily biased by instructions and in some circumstances may also be reactive, that is, they may change the nature of the very mental processes being reported on. We attribute the mixed evidence for reliability and validity in our data to bias and individual differences in response to bias across problem type. The divergent estimates of math strategy use reported in the literature also likely reflect the effects of biasing methodology. Clearly there is a need to collect verbal reports using appropriate methodology (see Ericsson & Simon, 1993) and nonbiasing instructions (Orne, 1962; Patty & Page, 1973; Weber & Cook, 1972) . Even when collected under optimal conditions, the validity of report data is best assessed in the context of the other performance measures.
It is certainly true that Experiment 1 showed a match between participants' verbal reports and their RT patterns in the largest problem categories, suggesting that mental processing there may have indeed reflected a mix of retrieval and nonretrieval processing. Such an interpretation misses two important points, however. First, the match between the two measures of processing, verbal reports and RTs, was due to a willingness on the part of participants to adopt the strategies suggested to them in the instructions. As such, the use of reconstructive strategies in Experiment l's strategy bias and replication groups tells us very little about participants' normal, unprompted use of strategies in addition. Instead, it tells us that participants comply with demand characteristics. Second, the participants' willingness to report strategy use in Experiment 2 was apparently not accompanied by a change in their mental processing, as shown by the mismatch between verbal reports and RT profiles. Here again, reports of strategy use did not suggest that strategy-based processing was an important aspect of multiplication performance. Instead, the discrepancy simply suggested that the nonretrieval strategy reports should not be considered valid. Thus, in one part of Experiment 1, some of the reports may have been valid, but only because experimental procedures led participants to solve the problems in a different fashion than normal, and in Experiment 2 the reports of extensive nonretrieval strategy use simply did not seem valid at all.
Individual Differences
Aside from the important demonstrations of experimental bias, some intriguing individual differences were also observed in these studies. Neither study showed between-group differences in math fluency that could have influenced the verbal reports. But there were important predictive relationships found across participants. The size of the problem size effect was negatively related to fluency, as measured by both slope and latency, for example, the -.63 correlation between fluency and individuals' mean RT in Experiment 1 and the -.57 correlation in Experiment 2. Participants who were more fluent in math showed smaller problem size effects and were faster overall. Math anxiety was also significantly related to slope, though not to latency or fluency, in Experiment 2. In other words, there may also be a relationship between an individual's math anxiety and the size of the problem size effect. We thus agree with LeFevre, Sedasky, and Bisanz's (1996) suggestion that investigations of individual differences and their relationship to on-line performance should be a priority for the field.
A distinct possibility regarding strategy use and individual differences is that LeFevre and colleagues' LeFevre, Sedasky, & Bisanz, 1996) samples of participants differed from our replication groups in their math mastery or fluency. Although it is tempting to conclude that this explanation accounts for the discrepancies in the two sets of results, note that fluency differences cannot explain the instructional demand effects obtained here. Further, it is not clear how to interpret the fluency correlations obtained. Both LeFevre and colleague's results and ours revealed significant correlations between math fluency, assessed by paper-and-pencil test, and various aspects of performance (e.g., LeFevre, Bisanz et al.'s, 1996, correlation of .42 between fluency and the likelihood of reporting direct retrieval).
And yet, it is probably not surprising that the fluency scores correlated with RT-based measures. From one perspective, the timed fluency test may simply be a pencil-and-paper version of the RT-based production task, rather than a straightforward, independent measure of participants' mastery and fluency in math.
To obtain more persuasive evidence of a relationship between math mastery and reliance on direct retrieval, a more suitable measure of mastery and fluency will have to be used. If an individual's level of mastery and fluency in math is indeed related to reliance on retrieval or reconstructive processing, and if this relationship can be investigated without contamination by instructional bias and demand effects, then models of mental arithmetic processing will indeed have to address a full range of issues regarding strategy-based processing.
Conclusion
We must find more appropriate methods of determining the frequency of nonretrieval strategy use among adults. It is clear from our results that the use of verbal protocols for simple addition and multiplication problems is potentially problematic, at least with college adults, and that great care must be taken in collecting reports for them to qualify as valid reflections of adult performance. Consideration of converging methods of determining strategy and direct retrieval use is certainly called for; see, for example, Ashcraft, Kromer, and Centracchio (1999) , who reported discontinuous RT, error, and standard deviation patterns on simple subtraction facts and suggested that the standard deviations in particular might be considered corroborative evidence for reliance on multiple strategies. It was also surprisingly easy to bias our participants' verbal reports by instructions. Rather intensive research on instructions per se clearly needs to be done before verbal reports in simple mental arithmetic can be confidently interpreted.
